Provision of multimedia contents over the Internet of things (IoT) presents significant challenges to wireless networks owing to nodes diversity. Therefore, efficient utilization of resources is required to meet the growing diversity in user's behavior and wireless services that mark the future of wireless communication. Automatic classification of wireless signals based on their modulation schemes is a crucial technology that enables wireless transceivers to utilize the resources efficiently. Traditional feature-based approaches lack generalization, and versatility by relying on single classifier predictions. In this paper, two adaptive boosting (Adaboost) based wireless signal classifiers called SigmaBoost and KNNAdaboost are proposed. Adaboost generates an optimal prediction rule by combining the prediction of many weak component classifiers (CCs). However, sometimes it overfits on real-world scenarios with noisy data. That makes the choice of CC vital for its success in classifying wireless signals. Therefore, two wellknown classifiers support vector machine (SVM) and k-nearest neighbor (KNN) are used as CCs in proposed schemes respectively. In SigmaBoost an adaptive decrementing mechanism is introduced, which decreases the value of Gaussian radial function (RBF) of SVM kernel as boosting progresses. It not only ensures the generation of weak RBFSVM component classifiers but also improves diversity across the ensemble. Signal spectral features and higher-order cumulants are used as input features. The experimental results demonstrate significant gain in the performance of SigmaBoost, as compared to KNNAdaboost and other single classifierbased approaches. Hence, SigmaBoost can be used in multimedia-enabled IoT for quick discrimination of wireless signals to ensure better radio spectrum management.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a vision of future internet that provides connectivity ''any time,'' ''any place,'' for ''any object''. In such a framework, an object refers to a physical or logical domain entity equipped with intelligent interfaces (such as communication and computation capabilities). The IoT is expected to incorporate such objects with diverse The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dapeng Wu . characteristics via internet inspired protocols into cohesive network settings. Such that, the interaction and cooperation between them are facilitated. The recent advancements in the internet of things (IoT) harbingered a monumental surge in the number of internet-enabled smart objects, which are expected to exceed 40 billion by 2024 [1] . Nowadays, there is a multitude of smart objects (e.g., smart sensors, smart phones, smart cars, smart cities) connected to the internet with each anticipating every interaction by collecting data to provide actionable insights. The boom of internet and mobility support in all these smart objects resulted in the production of multimedia contents on a regular basis. Which is significantly distinct in nature as compared to scalar data gathered by a typical small tiny IoT sensor. Therefore, augmentation of IoT with multimedia contents is not straight forward as it entails the introduction of many additional functionalities along with revisiting existing ones. A Taxonomy of multimedia-enabled internet of things(mIoT) is presented in Fig. 1 . It revolves around wireless connectivity of mIoT, which is the backbone technology to enable communication among these smart mIoT objects in a much faster and safer way. The mIoT is a relatively new area of research, therefore Fig. 1 can be extended by taking into account new features and more use cases.
5G is already envisioned as a unifying fabric for connecting billions of devices, which will be a system-of-systems that synergistically interact to form entirely new-fangled and impulsive services. However, the multimedia contents generated by mIoT are quite different from regular cellular voice and data. It can be characterized as unstructured with huge volume, having explosive velocity and unexpected variability (no fixed size) along with veracity (frequent change in format). The delivery of information in multimedia communication is also bounded by strict QoS reliability constraints (i.e., jitter, delay). Therefore, wireless transceivers must be able to adapt and identify themselves through different standard protocols and open systems to ensure ubiquitous connectivity of mIoT. Recently, several efforts have been reported in [2] - [5] to support IoTs by outlining different resource allocation schemes exploiting context awareness, caching and social awareness capabilities. In [6] a nature-inspired resource allocation scheme is proposed with network slice characteristics. In [7] a feature learning-based approach was proposed to effectively classify and detect the anomaly event by an IoT device independently. An entity state estimation method proposed in [8] . In [9] onboard buffer management with energy harvesting node were studied for IoT systems. So far, minimal efforts have been made to enable mIoT devices with adaptive, proactive and self-organized features. These features are required to support the reconfiguration of transmission and reception parameters of mIoT wireless modem on the fly. Cognitive radio (CR) and software-defined radio (SDR) are the two most promising transceiver choices for mIoT wireless modems. These architectures enable a wireless transceiver to autonomously learn and reconfigure its operating mode to maximize the utility of available radio resource. The key idea behind SDR is to support multi-standard and multi-band communication. Whereas, CR performs dynamic spectrum access by sharing knowledge of the environment to achieve efficient spectrum utilization by opportunistically finding the idle frequency bands. CR incorporates the use of artificial intelligence (AI) on flexible communication platforms to enable onboard real-time intelligence and on-air optimization for adaptive communication. Automatic classification of wireless signals based on their modulation formats is an essential and challenging topic in the development of SDR and CR. It is the cornerstone for enabling wireless transceiver with the ability to learn, sense and make corresponding adjustment in transmission parameters. Wireless signal classification also plays an essential role in achieving reliable and secure communication, where the wireless transceiver has limited or no prior knowledge about the received signals. In non-military applications, it is generally employed for radio spectrum management, signal detection and identification. Whereas, in the military, it is used for surveillance, adversary and electronic warfare purposes.
Automatic classification of wireless signals based on their modulation formats generally involves two steps: pre-processing of the received signal and classification algorithm design. In literature, Signal classification techniques are broadly categorized into two main approaches likelihood-based (LB) and feature-based (FB). Likelihoodbased approaches are based on hypothesis testing, by comparing the likelihood functions of received signals to classify different modulations. These decision-theoretic approaches achieve optimal performance with the cost of high computational complexity. Therefore, feature-based approaches are preferred in practice as suboptimal classifiers. In FB approaches, the feature extraction is done at preprocessing, followed by the classification algorithm. The traditional FB approaches mainly rely on expert knowledge, which enabled them to perform well under certain settings but suffers from higher computational complexity and poor generalization. Machine learning (ML) classifiers, for example, support vector machine (SVM) [10] , k-nearest neighbor (KNN) [11] , naïve bayes (NB) [12] have been adopted to overcomes these drawbacks. However, these ML-based modulation classifiers still lack versatility and better generalization ability due to relying on single classifier predictions. Therefore in this paper, two automatic wireless signal classifiers based on adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) are proposed. AdaBoost generates an optimal prediction rule by combining the prediction of many weak component classifiers (CCs). In the proposed classifiers called SigmaBoost and KNNAdaBoost two well-known classification algorithms SVM and KNN are used as CCs. In addition to that, signal spectral features and higher-order cumulants are used as input features to proposed classifiers. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A detailed hierarchy of modulation classifiers is outlined in section II. Section III states the modulation classification problem and the features extraction module in detail. In section IV Adaboost based modulation classifiers are discussed including a detailed description of AdaBoost, CCs and how to make classification decisions. The simulation evaluations are discussed in Section V. Finally, the overall study is concluded in section VI.
II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF WIRELESS SIGNAL CLASSIFICATION METHODS
A brief review of signal classification methods is presented in this section. In the interest of better understanding, it seems decisive to draw a hierarchical inventory of proposed classification algorithms based on different approaches.
Maximum Likelihood (ML) based methods studied in [13] , achieved optimal performance by employing mathematical channel models with end-to-end settings. Where the likelihood function of all modulations in the candidate pool was calculated at first and then the decision is made by choosing the class with maximum likelihood value. In [14] Wong and Nandi used ML to classify phase-amplitude based modulations. They introduced Estimate ML (EsML) classifier, in which SNR estimation and minimum distance classifier were used to reduce the complexity. In [15] a blind source separation (BSS) method was proposed for remedying the carrier phase offset problem in classification. In [16] the authors used Maximum Likelihood approach for digital amplitude modulation based signal classification. An upper bound was proposed for any classifier using the ideal channel conditions with the assumption that the number of available symbols is infinity. Maximum Likelihood methods achieve the optimal solution by minimizing the probability of false classification. Despite that, likelihood-based methods are not suitable for real-world scenarios due to high computational cost and poor generalization [13] ability to complex environments.
In Traditional, Feature-based (FB) signal classification algorithms are comprised of three steps which are shown in Fig. 2 . These are data preprocessing, feature extraction and decision algorithm. FB-based algorithms provide robust performance with low complexity [17] by exploiting the signal statistical features efficiently and translating them into classification parameters. In many exiting studies different statistical features have been employed for wireless signal format classification, such as cyclic features [18] , wavelet transforms [19] , [20] , higher-order statistics and cumulants [21] - [23] . The classification subsystem in FB-methods categorizes the correct target groups based on these distinct input features extracted from the dataset. Various methods have been employed in literature for post-feature extraction subsystem classification module. Machine learning-based, hierarchical decision tree and distribution test-based classifiers are some of the commonly used decision algorithms for signal classification [24] - [28] . Among these, Machine Learning based classifiers such as support vector machine (SVM), naïve bayes and k-nearest neighbour (KNN) have been known choice for researcher due to their superior performance in pattern recognition. However, these ML-based classifiers performed well under proposed conditions but their performance decreased in unseen scenarios.
The tremendous success of deep learning [29] in computer vision and natural language processing with its ability to learn complex features automatically, led to the development of some of very successful deep learning-based algorithms for communications systems including signal classification based on modulation schemes [30] - [33] . Convolutional Neural Networks based classification approaches were proposed in [30] , [32] , [34] . Recently, a LST-Based classification algorithm for distributed low-powered sensors proposed in [35] outperformed the CNN model with oversampling the received signals at small or medium scales. However, despite their ability to learn the features automatically reported in many recent studies, the deep learning-based approaches mainly rely on specific data representation for classification barely being reported. Most of the work related to deep learning mainly focused on data-driven approaches, where the communication system is trained using a huge volume of data. Training a network requires appropriate computational resources and extensive time both of which are rarely found in communication systems [36] especially in case of mIoT.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND FEATURE EXTRACTION A. SYSTEM MODEL
A general description of a wireless communication system given as a system that transmits information from one point to another point via wireless medium. The received baseband signal at the output of the matched filter can be expressed as
here, s m is the i.i.d symbol stream carried by constellation m ∈ M , T is the period of the received signal r. The physical link between each transmitter and receiver is classically modeled as delayed tapped channel model expressed as
where v (t) stands for additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with unknown variance σ 2 v . The received signal whose modulation type and symbol energy are unknown preprocessed blindly by assuming to be drawn from a minimum-energy constellation. Which is true in cases of almost all the modulation types. The discrete-time samples r (n), at the output of the preprocessing unit are given as
where A (t) is the amplitude, f c represents the carrier frequency, ϕ is the phase and τ is the delay. We can rewrite the received multipath signal at the receiver as follows
where r u (n) is the u th Component of the signal.
T s denotes the sampling period and f rc is the residual carrier frequency offset (CFO) for received signal u. The classification of wireless signals can be generally formulated as an n-class classification problem. Where n is the number of different modulation schemes. In this study, only digital modulation schemes are considered.
B. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Features define the format of wireless signals and are considered as classification parameters for the decision performed by an algorithm. As we know different types of digitally modulated wireless signals have different properties. Therefore, finding the suitable features in order to identify them (especially in case of higher orders and non-square kind of digitally modulated signals) is a difficult task. Feature extraction subsystem is responsible for extracting the prominent characteristics of the received data. It is done to reduce the dimension of the received data, by relying upon the particular information that would enable classification of wireless signals effectively. Based on our extensive theoretical literature research, a combination of spectral properties along with the higher-order cumulants would provide a fine way to discriminate following digitally-modulated wireless signals. Which are 2ASK, BPSK, 2FSK, 4ASK, QPSK, 4FSK, QAM16, QAM64.
1) SIGNAL SPECTRAL BASED FEATURES
Various techniques exist of extracting feature from the signal However, there is no fixed rule that which features are to be used for a specific set of modulation schemes. The following features have been used in [25] , because of the fact that the information is hidden in the signal's instantaneous amplitude, instantaneous phase, and instantaneous frequency • γ max The maximum spectral power density of the normalized and centered amplitude of the received signal. It measures the variance in signal amplitude.
N is the number of samples, DFT (.) is the Discrete Fourier transform (DFT), A cn is the normalized-centered amplitude of the received signal.
the sampled mean value µ A is given as
Normalization performed here is to compensate for the unknown channel attenuation.
• σ ap , is the standard deviation of the absolute value of the non-linear component of the instantaneous phase. It measures the variance in direct phase component
where N c is the number of samples that meet the condition • σ dp , is the standard deviation of the direct value of the non-linear component of the instantaneous phase, is given by
It classifies 2PSK from the other schemes.
• σ aa is the standard deviation of the absolute value of the normalized-centered instantaneous amplitude,
This feature has the ability to filter out 2ASK from other modulation.
• σ af , is the standard deviation of the absolute value of the normalized-centered instantaneous frequency
This feature discriminates 2ASK from 4ASK. f m normalized by the sampling frequency f s
• σ a , is the standard deviation of the absolute value of the normalized and centered instantaneous amplitude. It has the ability to discriminate 2ASK and 4ASK.
These above features have been proven to be capable of recognizing wireless signals with information embedded in one spectrum. However, when information is carried in more than one spectrum e.g. QAM modulations, the performance of the classifier falls. Therefore, we expand our feature set to higher-order cumulants which are described in the next section.
2) HIGHER ORDER CUMULANTS
Higher-Order Cumulant describes the high order statistics of the random process. Other than been able to remove the Gaussian noise but also shown robustness to the rotation of signal constellation diagram. Swami and Sadler [21] suggested the fourth-order cumulants of the complex-valued signal as a feature for the classification of M-array digital modulations for a signal r [n] with the second-order moment can be defined in two different ways
However, the fourth-order cumulants can be expressed in three different ways using the different placement of conjugation
where cum (.) is the cumulant function 
IV. PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM
The classification methods elucidate in this paper are based on the idea combining many classifier's outputs to form an optimal prediction rule. This phenomenon is called ensembling, in which the output of individual weak component classifiers is combined to form an accurate prediction about the underlying classification problem. Bagging and boosting are the two most popular approaches to formulate an ensemble. Boosting generally performs better than bagging in most of the cases. Therefore, the proposed classifiers are based well known boosting algorithm called adaptive boosting (Adaboost). AdaBoost sometimes overfits on realworld scenarios with noisy data, which, makes the choice of weak component classifiers (CCs) vital for its success in classifying different modulation schemes efficiently. Thus, in SigmaBoost and KNNAdaboost, two well known classification algorithms support vector machine (SVM) and k-nearest neighbor (KNN) is used as CCs respectively. The use of k-nearest neighbor as CC was reported for wireless signal classification in [37] , but their study limited to classify subset of QAM modulations only. However, using SVM as CCs has never been used for classifying digital modulation. AdaBoost, SVM, and SigmaBoost using SVM as CCs will be discussed in detail. Whereas for sake of brevity, the details of using KNN as CC will not be discussed.
A. ADABOOST BASED CLASSIFIER
Boosting is based on the idea of combining the predictions of many relatively weak learners with inaccurate rules to improve the accuracy of the learning algorithm. The concept of weak and strong leaners was proposed by Valiant and kernas in [38] . In which the authors proposed a weak learning algorithm that performs slightly better than random guessing, which can be boosted into an arbitrarily strong and more accurate version than that of its initial one. Schapire in [39] came up with first polynomialtime boosting algorithm. Freund in [40] also come up with similar approach, which is optimal in a certain sense than that in [39] . In [41] Freud and Schapire came up with adaptive boosting (Adaboost) algorithm, that addressed many practical drawbacks of previous boosting approaches. Adaboost [41] creates a collection of component classifiers (weak learners) by updating a set of weights over training samples and adjusting these weights after each iteration adaptively. The weights of the training samples that were misclassified in the previous iteration will be increased, while those of training samples classified correctly were decreased. A structure of Adaboost classifier with n component classifiers is shown in Fig. 3 for better understanding. An important theoretical concept of Adaboost is that if the weak classifier has accuracy only slightly better than half, then the training error of final hypothesis drops to zero exponentially.
B. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
The basic idea of SVM classifier is to transform the input space into higher dimensional space by non-linear transformation, then use the risk minimization criteria to construct an optimal separating hyperplane in the new space. SVM optimizes the following Optimization problem,
where, {(x 1 , y 1 ) , . . . , (x M , y M )} are M samples for x i ∈ R, in which the class labels y ∈ {+1, −1} l either positive or negative, which can be separated by the hyperplane (w T . (x i ) + b), : R N → R F is mapping function of the input data into some higher dimensional Hilbert space H. where W ∈ H is orthogonal to the separating hyperplane in that space, C is a positive number and ξ i is the error in the soft margin. ξ i ≥ 0 are the non-zero slack variables introduced to enable the learning algorithm to deal with data that could not be precisely separated, such as data with noise, b ∈ R is the bias, C ∈ R is a penalty factor used to establish a trade-off between maximizing the margin and minimizing classification error. By taking the Lagrangian of P1, we have
Minimizing L (w, b, α, ξ ) w.r.t to w, b, α, ξ respectively, we get the dual form of P1 given as
where κ (.) is a positive define kernel, representing the dot product κ x i , x j = (x i ) , x j of the data point in H. The strategy of a kernel is to map the training data into the feature space x i → (x i ) to separate them from the origin with maximum margin. To map the features to higher space, a Gaussian kernel is being employed in this paper. Gram matrix of Gaussian kernel is given as,
Which is positive semidefinite. That ensures that the maximal margin optimization has a unique solution that could be found efficiently. This effectively rules out the problem of being stuck in local minima that has been mostly encountered while training neural networks. Because of the optimality relations between the primal and dual problem, the hyperplane that separates the data in the high dimensional space, determined by the normal w * and the intersection with the axis, b * , satisfies the following,
The function used to classify a new point X can be written as
The use of SVM as a component classifier in AdaBoost may seem like going against the grain of the boosting principle since SVM is not an easy classifier to train. It was reported in' [42] that Adaboost with a significant robust classifier is not a suitable option. Whereas, SVM is generally a robust and very accurate classifier. Therefore, in SigmaBoost the weak component classifiers are generated by tuning parameters of radial basis function (RBF) of SVM kernel function, which are the Gaussian width σ and the regularization parameters C. A change in the value of either of them may directly affect the classification performance of RBFSVM component classifier. In [43] , it was reported that changing the value of σ leads to larger variation on test error than C. Hence, the performance of RBFSVM weak component classifier can be simply adjusted by changing the value of σ over a larger range of c. A larger value of σ produces a weak RBFSVM CC, which performs slightly better than random guessing. Whereas, a smaller value of σ often leads to a stronger leaner with higher complexity. In SigmaBoost an adaptive mechanism is implemented, that decreases the value of σ by a given σ step as the boosting iteration progresses. It results in better generalizion and ensures diversity within ensemble, that would not be possible with a fixed value of σ . A similar approach had be reported in [43] but used for image classification. A detailed description of SigmaBoost is given in Table 1 .
The effect of regularization parameter c and the step value by which the Gaussian width of SVM kernel is decreased σ step on the performance of SigmaBoost is reported next.
1) EFFECT OF REGULARIZATION PARAMETER C
In order to realize the effect of parameter c on SigmaBoost, simulation experiments are performed with different values c ranging from 1 to 100. A generalization test error is given in Fig. 4 , which are calculated by subdividing the modulation dataset into many fold subsets. The performance of Sigma-Boost does not have any significant effect by the change in the value of c, over large range.
2) EFFECT OF σ step
SigmaBoost implements an adaptive decrement mechanism in the value of Gaussian width σ to generate weak RBFSVM component classifiers (CC). The decrement in the guassian width of RBFSVM component classifier is performed by a fixed step size σ step given as input. In Fig. 5 the effect on the performance of SigmaBost, is reported with different step values. There are some slight changes in the SigmaBoost learning cycle with different step sizes, but the final error stabilizes around the same range.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the performance of SigmaBoost and KNNAd-aBoost is investigated. Also, the performance of maximum likelihood (ML), SVM and naïve bayes (NB) Classifiers for automatic classification of wireless signals based on their modulation schemes are presented for comparison.
A. DATA GENERATION
In this paper, signals are generated under non-ideal channel conditions, e.g. fading, multipath effect and carrier frequency offset. The modulation schemes considered here are 2ASK, 4ASK, 2FSK, 4FSK, BPSK, QPSK, QAM16 and QAM64. The original bitstream is generated through random generation to ensure that the transmitted signals have equal probability. Signal to Noise (SNR) ratio ranges from −18dB to +18dB with an interval of 2dB. The carrier frequency randomly selected from −0.2 to 0.1. The sample length parameter ranges from 512 to 4096. For each value of SNR and number of samples, 10,000 realizations are produced for simulation experiments.
B. BASIC CLASSIFICATION
The values of the parameters C = 10, σ step = 0.7 and that of σ ini is set to 15 to 17 times higher than the values of σ min , which is set in the simulation experiment worked by settings it to 0.001. In Fig. 6 the performance of the proposed schemes SigmaBoost and KNNAdaBoost are plotted in which the value of sample length is 4096. Both the schemes have shown improvement in classification accuracy as the value of SNR improves. The performance of KNNAdaBoost reached its maximum at SNR 5dB and then stabilizes around that by achieving 90% accuracy at 15dB. The SigmaBoost outperformed KNNAdaBoost as it achieved 99 % performance accuracy at SNR 3dB
In Fig. 7 , a detailed comparison of SigmaBoost and KNNAdaBoost is presented with different symbol lengths. Three different symbol length 512, 2048, 4096 are considered. The number of realizations to calculate the overall accuracy in this experiment is reduced to half. The performance of the proposed classifiers is unaffected despite the change as were in the case of Fig.6 with 4096 sample length. The overall performance is improved as SNR improves. However, when using lower symbol lengths 512 and 2048 samples respectively, the performance of proposed classifiers decreased at low SNR. Despite that, both algorithms achieved reasonable performance accuracy at higher SNR with lower symbol lengths. SigmaBoost again appeared as superior among the two over a wide range of SNR values with different symbol length studied so far.
Furthermore, some experiments have done to compare the performance of SigmaBoost and KNNAdaboost by using 128 samples over fixed SNR values. At low SNR SigmaBoost performs much better than KNNAdaboost achieving 70% overall classification accuracy at 0dB, and KNNAdaBoost manages to achieve 65% with same parameters. However, there has not been seen much improvement in the performance of SigmaBoost, when tested at higher SNR under same settings. It achieved 78% overall classification accuracy at SNR = 10dB. But KNNAdaBoost improves at faster rate than SigmaBoost by achieving overall classification accuracy 77% which is close to that of SigmaBoost. This shows that SigmaBoost and KNNAdaboost both achieved reasonable performance with larger sample length. Similar behavior is observed in the performance of both classifiers, in which the classification accuracy improves with increasing SNR values. The generalization ability of proposed schemes is proved by resulted presented in Fig.7 . So far the performance of SigmaBoost is better than KNNAdaBoost in almost all cases. Both the proposed approaches own graceful performance degradation with lower number of samples in the simulation experiments performed at specific low SNR values.
C. COMPARISON WITH EXISTING APPROACHES
There are unified datasets available for image classification to enable universal comparisons for novel techniques with existing ones. However, in case of wireless signal classification, there are no such unified datasets available. Therefore in this section, the previous proposed feature-based classifier based on Machine learning approaches SVM and Naïve Bayes are reimplemented using proposed dataset. The performance comparison of SigmaBoost, KNNAdaboost, maximum likelihood (ML), svm and naiver bayes (NB) are plotted in Fig. 8 . In which the maximum likelihood (ML) classifier gives an upper bound for other techniques with relatively high classification accuracy. Naives Bayes (NB) classifier which was proposed by Wong in [12] with maximum performance achieves at 10 dB is 90.2%, 94.4% and 97.9% with 512, 1024, and 2048 on their own dataset. Whereas dataset considered in this study it achieved 85 % overall classification performance accuracy at 10dB SNR with 2048 sample length. In the same study, they had proposed SVM based classifier as well which is tested with same dataset and setting as in case of NB. Which achieved slightly better performance 91.2%, 94.8%, and 97.9% with 512, 1024, 2048 symbol lengths. But, similar to NB its performance is also decreased to 88% on the proposed dataset in this study when calculated at SNR 10dB with 2048 symbol lengths. In [21] Swami and Sandler also proposed a digital modulation classifier based on higherorder cumulants. They achieved 90 % overall performance accuracy with under noiseless and ideal conditions with more number of samples being used to calculate the average performance in their reported study. Adaboost based classifiers SigmaBoost and AdaBoost proposed in this study outperformed single classifier-based Machine learning algorithm as shown in Fig. 8 over a range of SNR under the presence of real-world channel impairments in the locally generated dataset.
D. PERFORMANCE OF SIGMABOOST FOR DIFFERENT MODULATION SCHEMES
The classification performance of SigmaBoost for different digital wireless signal formats with different modulation schemes 2ASK, 4ASK, 2FSK, 4FSK, BPSK, QPSK, QAM16 and QAM64 is given in Fig. 9 . In this experiment, the sample length parameter is considered 512. The signal formats with modulation schemes 2ASK, 2FSK and BPSK are easily recognized in our dataset even at low SNR. The performance of SigmaBoost is close to 90% at SNR 0dB in classifying 4ASK, QPSK and 4PSK. However, the performance accuracy in cases of QAM16 and QAM64 are reported worst among the others in the proposed dataset, which can be improved by using higher symbol length and adding more input features.
E. PERFORMANCE OF SIGMABOOST WITH VARIABLE SNR
The characteristics of the communication channel may change very rapidly over a short time span during the link, while a connection is exchanging information. Therefore, the performance of SigmaBoost is observed by varying value of SNR within a very short time span. SNR varies within the interval [γ − δ, γ + δ], in which γ represents average SNR. whereas δ represents maximum change the value of SNR at a particular instant. The observed variation in the performance are plotted in Fig. 10 , which shows that the performance SigmaBoost is not affected by SNR variation. Sometimes the increase in SNR variation fits well to algorithm outcome by improving its performance slightly better. This is due to the probability of higher SNR signal component occurrence increases, which contributes to the improvement in the accuracy of SigmaBoost.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, two adaptive boosting based wireless signal classifiers have been proposed. Support vector Machine and k-nearest neighbor have been used as component classifiers in SigmaBoost and KNNAdaBoost respectively. Signal Spectral features and higher order cumulants have been used as input features. In SigmaBoost, an adaptive mechanism has been introduced, in which Gaussian width of SVM is decreased adaptively with a given step size as the boosting progresses. The performance of the proposed classifiers has been verified by extensive simulation experiments. It has been found that the proposed classifiers achieved better generalization over a range of SNR under the presence of non-ideal channel conditions. The simulation results have shown that Sigma-Boost outperformed KNNAdaBoost, SVM and Naïve Bayes under different conditions with different symbol lengths. The stability of SigmaBoost has been verified by varying signal to noise ratio.
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